
Million Recharge Wells 
for Bengaluru



What is this campaign about?

This campaign aims to 

● Create awareness about the shallow aquifer and the importance of 
recharging / managing it

● To motivate individuals / communities / institutions / government to dig / 
revive / maintain at least 10 lakh (1 million) recharge wells across the city of 
Bengaluru to replenish the water table



Why ‘recharge wells’? What are they?
● A recharge well is basically a hole in the ground into which the rainwater runoff 

can be directed, such that it percolates into the ground, augmenting the water 
table

● Besides replenishing the shallow aquifer, the recharge well also
○ Helps urban flood control, by sending excess runoff water into the ground, which 

would otherwise have stagnated on the surface causing flooding 
○ Helps monitor the level of the shallow aquifer
○ Helps revive traditional livelihoods of the well digger community
○ Revives our relationship to groundwater and reconnects us to our open well 

heritage
○ Helps control seepage



How do recharge wells work? - 1

To understand how recharge 
wells work, we need to 
understand how groundwater 
works. 

Here are an open well and a 
borewell, both extracting water 
from the ground. The open well 
extracts water from the shallow 
aquifer and the borewell from 
the deep aquifer



Overextraction of water from 
both wells results in drying up 
of both aquifers. This is like 
withdrawing money from a 
bank account without making 
any deposits

How do recharge wells work? - 2



A recharge well is dug nearby 
to capture the rainwater 
running off the surface of the 
ground. It helps this rainwater 
to percolate into the ground, 
which would otherwise have 
flowed away and caused 
flooding or erosion.

How do recharge wells work? - 3



Over a period of time, 
sustained recharge of 
rainwater through the recharge 
well replenishes the shallow 
aquifer, and can also replenish 
the deep aquifer

How do recharge wells work? - 4



How will this help Bengaluru?
● Bengaluru receives ~970 mm rainfall annually
● Over an area of about 1200 sqkm, this translates to a rainwater endowment of 

about 3000 million litres per day
● The current water requirement of the city is 1500 million litres per day
● It is estimated that 600 million litres of groundwater are extracted per day
● The CGWB estimates that in the Deccan, recharge rates vary from 3 - 8% of 

total rainfall annually - this translates roughly to 90 - 240 million litres per day
● So Bengaluru is falling short of 360 - 510 MLD of recharge, which can be fixed 

by digging recharge wells
● A recharge well of 3 ft diameter x 20 ft deep, would be able to recharge 4000 - 

5000 litres per day
● While doing this, it would also mitigate flooding



Why ‘million wells’?
It’s a nice round figure!

For an area of 1200 sqkm and 30 mm rain, considering a runoff of 40% from only 
30% of the area of Bengaluru, the runoff generated would be 4.3 billion litres 
(1200*1000000*0.03*0.4*0.3).
To allow for this water to recharge into the ground we would need a million wells of 
3 ft diameter and 20 ft depth with a capacity of 4000 litres each.

These million recharge wells would recharge a volume of water that exceeds the 
shortfall of 360 - 510 MLD. This is needed, as it does not rain everyday (there are 
only around 60 rainy days a year), but groundwater is pumped out every single 
day! 



How do we know this will work?
Rainbow Drive, a community of ~400 plots on 
Sarjapur Road without BWSSB supply, ran out of 
groundwater 10 years ago, and had to buy water 
in tankers. They dug 250+ recharge wells, and the 
continuous recharge over a period of 8-9 years 
has resulted in their dry borewells reviving - they 
pump over 100,000 litres per day from a single 
360 ft deep borewell! 

IIMB dug 57 recharge wells around 10 years ago, 
and 4 of their dry borewells were found to have 
revived in 2018. A study by CGWB in 2019 found 
that their water table had risen by 13.5 metres!



How are recharge wells dug?



The wells are fitted with safety grills, or RCC slabs with manholes or peepholes. This helps 
sunlight enter the well, and creates an access point for maintenance. It also helps us look 
inside the well and monitor water levels.



How many wells are there in Bengaluru now?

Biome is 
attempting to 
map the 
various wells in 
the city. We 
currently 
estimate that 
there are about 
100,000 wells. 
So 900,000 
more to go 



Who is the target audience of this campaign?

● Urban communities such as Resident / Apartment Associations

● Industries, corporate campuses and institutions

● Government departments, municipal bodies, elected representatives 

● Service providers such as real estate developers, architects, plumbers, well 
diggers, etc. 

● BWSSB and its Rainwater Harvesting Theme Park whom we hope to make 
partners in the campaign as we progress



● Spreading awareness about recharge wells and shallow aquifer
○ Events like exposure walks, workshops, photography exhibitions
○ Speaker / panelist in city events 
○ Articles in the electronic and print media 
○ Sharing stories on social media

● Support for people wanting implementation of recharge wells
○ Telephonic support 
○ By engaging directly in design and implementation management

● Monitoring and documentation
○ Identify monitoring sites, partner with scientific agencies to monitor performance, 

document, analyze and communicate the results

What will be done in this campaign? - 1



● Capacity building
○ Service providers like well diggers, plumbers, 
○ Real estate developers, architects, 
○ Government agencies

● Upgradation of bengaluru.urbanwaters.in
○ Awareness generation
○ Technical support
○ Monitoring and documentation
○ Capacity building

What will be done in this campaign? - 2



Who will do all this?
Biome Environmental Trust will lead and drive this campaign

○ With over a decade of experience in engaging with citizens in Bengaluru, providing 
them with education and knowledge services to promote ecological water practices 
such as rainwater harvesting, groundwater management, wastewater reuse and 
community-centric water policies

○ In partnership with ACWADAM, Biome has anchored a Participatory Aquifer Mapping 
program (report is here) with support from Wipro Technologies Ltd

○ Biome has also been invited by the Govt of Karnataka to be a part of committees and 
task groups to help frame policy for the state

http://www.acwadam.org
http://bengaluru.urbanwaters.in/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2017/08/Participatory-Aquifer-Mapping_final-report-version-2.pdf


How can you help?

● By getting recharge wells dug
● By gaining knowledge and spreading awareness about the shallow aquifer
● By collecting and sharing stories about open wells / recharge wells

Please reach out to us at water@biome-solutions.com to know more and 
participate in this campaign

Follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/groups/654818214611691/
and https://www.facebook.com/biome.environmental.trust/ 

mailto:water@biome-solutions.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/654818214611691/
https://www.facebook.com/biome.environmental.trust/


THANK YOU!


